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science of education. Herbartianism, developed by Ziller and others,
spread throughout Germany; through the Herbart Society, it greatly
influenced educational content and methods in the United States.
Through his university environment, Froebel developed a mystic
philosophy, but made it the basis of remarkable educational practices.
He held to organic " unity" in the universe, and to the general method
of ''self-activity." Besides this (1) "motor expression/7 he also
stressed (2) "social participation/' and attempted to realize both
principles in (3) a school without books and set tasks, — the "kinder-
garten." The training here has consisted chiefly in " play-songs/'
"gifts," and "occupations." The chief weakness of Froebelianism
is its mystic and symbolic theory, but it has comprehended the most
essential laws of education at all stages. The kindergarten was spread
through Europe largely by Baroness von Bulow, and through the
United States by Elizabeth P. Peabody and others.
Few tendencies in educational practices today cannot be traced
back for their rudimentary form to Herbart and Froebel, or their
master, Pestalozzi.
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